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Overview

Objective: Study elliptical processes in locally convex vector spaces
for differential privacy
Contributions:

ICondition for equivalence/orthogonality of elliptical distributions

ICriteria to determine whether an elliptical distribution satisfies
ε-DP in any finite-dimensional space

INo elliptical distribution satisfies ε-DP in infinite dimensions

ICriteria for when elliptical distribution satisfies (ε, δ)-DP

Differential Privacy: [DMNS06]

IX possible databases, P = {Px | x ∈ Xn} set of probability measures

IP satisfies ε-Differential Privacy (ε - DP) if
for all measurable sets B and databases x, x ′

differing in one entry Px(B) 6 e
εPx ′(B)

Elliptical Distribution

A measure, P, over a (locally convex) vector space X is elliptical
[Fan17] if its characteristic functional, P̃ : X∗→ C, has the form

P̃(g) =

∫
X

exp{ig(x)} dP(x) = eig(µ)φ0(C(g,g)) g ∈ X∗,

IX∗: dual space of X
Iµ ∈ X: mean or center of distribution

IC : X∗ × X∗→ R : covariance or dispersion of distribution

Iφ0 : positive definite, continuous at 0, φ0(0) = 1

Connection to Gaussian Processes

If X ∈ X is elliptical then it can be written as [Fan17]

X
L
= µ+ VZ

IV ∈ R is random with distribution ψ

IZ ∈ X is Gaussian with covariance C

IV and Z are independent

I E(µ,C,ψ) denotes the distribution of X

Theorem (Equivalence of Measures)

Let P1 ∼ E(µ1,C,ψ) and P2 ∼ E(µ2,C,ψ) be two elliptical measures over a
locally convex topological vector space, X. P1 and P2 are equivalent if µ1 − µ2
lies in the Cameron-Martin space of C and orthogonal otherwise.

Significance

I Same condition as for Gaussian processes [Bog98, Theorem 2.4.5 ]

I For privacy, summary T(D) must reside in Cameron-Martin space

IPrivacy disclosure occurs with probability one otherwise

Theorem (Finite Dimensional Privacy)

Assume X = Rd and that T̃D has density proportional to

f
T̃D

(x) ∝ f(σ−2(x− TD)
>Σ−1(x− TD)),

where f : [0,∞)→ [0,∞] is a decreasing function. Set

∆ = sup
D∼D ′

‖Σ−1/2(TD − TD ′)‖2.

If ∆ <∞, f(0) <∞, and lim sup
c→∞ f((c− ∆)2)

f(c2)
<∞,

then T̃D satisfies ε-DP, where exp(ε) = sup
c>σ−1∆

f((c− σ−2∆)2)

f(c2)
<∞.

Theorem (Infinite Dimensional Privacy)

I Let T : D→ X and T̃D = TD + σX, where X ∼ E(0,C,ψ). If X is infinite

dimensional then T̃D will not achieve ε-DP for any choice of σ.

I However, for any ε > 0 and δ > 0,

T̃D = TD + σX, with σ2 >
2 log(2/δ ′)

ε2
∆2

achieves (ε, δ)-DP, where δ ′ satisfies δ = 2MV(log(δ ′/2)) and MV is the
moment generating function of the mixing coefficient V.

Interpretation

I In Rd, one-dimensional criteria to determine ε-DP

I In infinite dimensions, the value V can be “inferred” from T̃D
IAs far as privacy goes, all elliptical distributions behave like

Gaussian in infinite dimensional spaces (see [MRS19, HRW13])

Examples

I For t, Gaussian, Laplace, and Multivariate Laplace, plot

f((c− ∆)2)

f(c2)
, for c ∈ (1, 100), using ∆ = 1.

I If the ratio is bounded, then it satisfies ε−DP for some ε

I For Gaussian, ratio goes to infinity as c→∞
IMVT Laplace has an asymptote at c = ∆

I For Laplace, the ratio is constant

I For t, the ratio converges to 1
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Discussion

I [BS19] show that alternative distributions can be useful for privacy
in 1-dim. Could considering elliptical versions of these distributions

IHighlights the need to study privacy for complex data structures;
multivariate tools do not always extend as expected
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